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Many scientists have expressed concern at the few specimens from which

new species are often described: "We must broaden our concept of species by

studying more specimens for the variations and the factors that may influence

them. The description of a new species based on one or two specimens

differing in one single characteristic in one sex is ridiculous" (Chitwood,
1957). "If the species has sharply distinctive characters 5-10 specimens may be

sufficient [if not] at least 20 specimens should be examined and measured. "
(Franklin, 1970). "LJnfortunately descriptions of new species, ...... based on

studies of single or very few specimens are still being published. " (Hooper,
1e6e).

Hooper's observation still holds, and many new species are described from
fewer than ten paratypes . In Helicofitlenchus, among 83 species described be-

tween 1959 and I971, 30 had ten or less paratypes. The number of specimens

studied was not indicated for 12 species. For 65 species described since L972,

32had ten or less paratypes. The recording of the mean has shown some pro-

gress in recent years, but too many species are still published with only the

range (extreme values observed in the sample). As for the standard deviation

(S.D.), its use is the exception, rather than the rule in new descriptions. For ex-

ample, in Helicotylenchus, during the period 1959-1971,62 species were describ-

ed with only the range, and 21 with range and mean. Since 1972, 30 species

were described with range only, and 35 with range and mean. Only one species

(H. depre.rszs Yeates, 1967) was described including the S.D.
Many taxonomists are probably insufficiently familiar with certain simple

statistical concepts to use them with confidence. These are to be found in any
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textbook (for example Snedecor & Cochran, 1980), but it r'r,ay be too difficult to
extract from these manuals the few methods appropriate for taxonomic use.
The present note is intended to offer a simple, practical account of these
methods.

DEFINITIONS

A species should encompass the characteristics of all the individuals which
belong to it. These individuals are grouped irrto populations scattered over the
geographical range of the species. The taxonomist considers only one, or in
some cases, a few of these populations. As he cannot observe and measure the
large number of individuals included in any population, he takes a sample
which should be representative of the population, if a sampling procedure has
been used that takes a truly random sample from the population. The disparity
between the few specimens measured from one locality and the innumerable
specimens that constitute the species the sample represents explains why
statistical procedures should be followed. The methods explained below re-
quirê the calculation of two quantities: the mean and the standard, deuiation. Ary
textbook on statistics explains the meaning of these parameters and how to
calculate them (see paragraphs 3.2 and 3.3 in Snedecor r Cochran, 1gB0).
Most scientific pocket calculators include keys marked '(X" for the mean and
"S DEV" or "s" for the standard deviation, and may be used for calculating
these values, which should be provided for all measurements in all descriptions
and redescriptions of species.

STATISTICAL PROCEDURES

Sample mean and population mean; the confidence interaal

The mean X, of a measurement as calculated in a sample, gives an estimate
of the mean p in the population: trr is a fixed value for the population, but X
varies from sample to sample. The sample X is the best estimate of the popula-
tion mean p, but it is only an estimate. From the standard deviation s and the
sample size n, a confidence interval i: txs/{n (for a normal distribution) can
be calculated, where n is the number of specimens in the sample, and t is read
from a table at the intersection of the line "n-l " degrees of freedom (D.F.) and
the column "957o probability level" or "5To 2-tail,,(see paragraph 4.10 and
Table A4 in Snedecor t Cochran, 1980). The value of s/ÿn is called the stan-
dard error and is a measure of the variability of the population mean.

The interval + i or -i around the mean X observed in the sample has gS%
probability of including the true value p of the mean in the population.*)

- 
*) Only in 5% of the cases) will a sample be found whose mean X is too far from the mean p of

the population. To reduce this possibility of error, several representative samples from the
population can be drawn or measured, or the 99% probability level considered. tiis makes use
of a larger value for t, and will enlarge the confidence interval. The estimate about the value of p
will be less precise, but there will only be 1 chance in a 100 of being wrong.
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For example, in a sample of n : 20 specimens of HelicoQlenchus pseudorobustus,

the mean body length was X :76+ pm, with a S.D.: s: 58. With n-1 : 19

D.F. , t at 95% probability level is equal to 2.093. The confidence interval is
i: 2.093 x 5B/v20 :27 pln.

The interval 764 + 27 1trn, or 737 to 791 ;r,m, has a 95% probability of in-
cluding the true mean body length of the population.

The coefficient t depends on the D.F. which are equal to the number of
specimens measured (n) minus one. If n were infinite, t would be equal to 1.96

(at 95 7o probability level), but t increases when n (and n-1) diminishes. As a
result, the conf,rdence interval becomes broader and less precise.

For example, when the sample mean 764 ltrn is obtained with only three

specimens (t: +.3), the confidence interval becomes i:4.3 x 58/V3: 144.The
mean in the population is now somewhere in the interval 620-908 pm. The
uncertainty about the actual value of the mean is so great as to render mean-

ingless any comparison of body lengths with other species. The larger the

number of specimens in a sample, the more precise the estimate of the mean

will be. Flowever, a truly random sample of ten is better than a biased sample

of one hundred. Bias is often introduced by unadapted extraction methods (it is
diffrcult to extract old mature females, fatter and more sluggish than young
ones), or by the selective picking of the largest specimens under the dissecting

microscope.

Theoretical range of indioidual aalues within the population

The S.D. can give an estimate of the spread of values typical of the popula-

tion: in any normal distribution with mean p. and standard deviation o, àP-

proximatety 95 % of the individuals lie in the interval pt + 2 o (see paragraph 4.1

in Snedecor & Cochran, 1980). If the sample studied is large enough (n > 30),

the sample mean (X) and S.D. (s) can be accepted as reasonable estimates of p.

and o. With the population of H. pseudorobustus studied above, 95% of the in-

dividuals of the population can be estimated to lie within the limits 764 t
(2 x 58): 648-880 p* (the actual sample range was 666-882 pm).

In the rare case when s is given, it is customary to write: X + s. It would be

better written "X, s" which leaves the reader free to estimate the population

limits.
The S.D. can also be used to calculate the coefficient of variability C.V.:

(s/X) x 100 in the sample. The C.V. should be known for discussions of the

taxonomic value of various measurements. The actual value of C.V. need not

be given in descriptions of new species except in revisions of genera.

The sample range

Untit now, it has been assumed that the distribution of the individual values of
a measurement in the sample was normal, that is to say with only one peak and

the individual values symmetrically distributed around this peak. Tests exist to
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test the normality of a distribution, but mostly common sense should be used'

For example, if ih. ,u*ple range is approximately the same as the theoretical

range in the populatio" (X + 2s), chances are that the distribution is close to

normal. If the ,à*pl. range extends far above or below the population range,

the distribution il either skewed to one side (heavy taited) or outliers

(specimens outside an interval + 3s across the mean) may be present' The

cause of the deviation from normarity shourd be determined if possible: mix-

ture of species, artefacts (flattened specimens artificially increase the body

diameterj, biotogical factors (mature females tend to enlarge in some genera),

etc. If the distriÙution is heavy tailed, a transformation of the data (by taking

the logarithm of the individual values for example) may restore the normality'

outliers rrlay be discarded for the computation of the mean. They will only ap-

pear in the samPle range.

When the distribution of a measurement is normal, the sample range is not

very informative. A dif{erent sample from the same population would most

certainly have a different range. The sample range should never be proposed

as a substitute for the mean s.D. of the measurement.

Variation between and within samples

Measurements can be affected by food supply (Goodey, 1952i Wu, 1960;

Fortuner r Quénéhervé, 1980; etc.), temperature (Evans s Fisher, 1969)' and

other external, nongenetic factors (chitwood, 1957; Thorne e Allen, 1959)'

Nematodes are genèraly described from a single sample, which represents a

single set of external factors. It is impossible to deduce from that single sample

the limits of the variation of the species in other habitats' It is the author's

responsibility to try to obtain samples from as many and as varied localities as

possible. If tile author possesses living specimens, he shouid also cultivate them

on different host-plants. The descriptir n of a single population should be the

exception' .p..i.. restricted to a particular habitat, species of probable

agricultu.ul i*portance found in one sample intercepted by quarantine sta-

tions, etc.

When many samples, representing different populations, are known for a

species they can be considered as successive draws taken at random from the

ensemble of populations constituting the species. The successive means

calculated from the different samples for one character can be averaged to ob-

tain an estimate of the mean value and the standard deviation of the character

within the species. (See paragraph +.+ in Snedecor & Cochran, 1980') It would

be incorrect to pooi atl lh. ,p..imens from the different localities in one big

sample, b..ur.. now an evaluation of the variability among locations is sought

not the variability within locations'

For example, Fortuner et al. (1984) measured twelve samples of H'

pseudorobustus. The average body length, calculated from the twelve mean body

lengths in the samples was X :715, s: 3B'5 pm'
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It can now be said that the mean body length in the species H. pseudorobustus

is about 691-739 p,m, and that populations have a95% probability of having a
mean body length of 638-792 p^.

CONCLUSIONS

It is hoped that this article will induce more taxonomists to follow some sim-
ple statistical rules: take truly random samples and try to check the normality
of the measurements, always measure samples with as many specimens as

possible, calculate mean and S.D. for every measurement, and give

measurements from as many different populations as possible.

Chitwood (1957) wrote that "size as a species criterion is useless, " and some

taxonomists distrust the use of measurements for differentiating species. Mor-
phological differences are the best criteria for specific differentiation, and

measurements vary, but this variation is contained within certain limits for

each species. These limits can be estimated by statistical methods. Knowledge

of intraspecific variations should not be restricted to a few specialized studies,

but the concern of every taxonomist in descriptions of new species and

redescription of known taxa.
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nÉsuvrÉ
Statistiques dans les descriptions taxonomiques

L'utilisation de quelques simples procédés statistiques pour la description ou la redescription
d'espèces de nématodes est expliquée. La moyenne X et l'écart-type s devraient être calculés

poui chaque mesure à partir d'un nombre sufhsant de spécimens (usqu'à 30 si possible) de

i'échantillôn. Il est expliqué comment le calcul de la moyenne (X) et de l'écart-type(s) de

l'échantillon permet d'estimer des intervales de confiance pour_la moyenne de la population
Xt(txs/{n, et pour un pourcentage donné de la population (Xt2xs). L'étude de plusieurs
populations est conseillée pour l'obtention d'estimations de la moyenne et de l'étendue d'une
mesure dans l'espèce entière.
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